Faculty of Medicine, University of Novi Sad
VENUE
ABOUT NOVI SAD
Novi Sad, German Neusatz, Hungarian Újvidék, city and administrative capital of the ethnically mixed
autonomous region of Vojvodina in northern Serbia. The City of Novi Sad has the necessary diversity
of a modern tourist center that aims to and has the ability to put itself on a world tourist map. It is
located on the Danube, on the intersection of the most important roads, near the mountain of
Fruška Gora with 17 culturally and historically significant monasteries, and it is surrounded by typical
Vojvodinian ranches.
Covering an area of 122ha, built in the 17th and 18th century, Petrovaradin Fortress is the jewel in
Novi Sad's crown and represents a cultural-historical monument. Located within the fortress are the
Museum of the City of Novi Sad, the Academy of the Arts, the Observatory as well as the Archives of
the City, also it is at this very place, traditionally, in the month of July, that the EXIT Music Festival
takes place, proclaimed to be the best in Europe.

The Danube is one of the distinguishing features of Novi Sad from the aspect of tourism, especially
the famous ‘corso’ the “Belgrade Quay”, as well as numerous beaches along the shore, especially the
most beautiful and well maintained “Shtrand” («Štrand») which stretches on a 10ha surface with all
the supplemental content. The riverside, is also a significant habitat for birds, some of which like the
Kovil-Petrovaradin («Коviljsko-petrovaradinski») Isle, are special nature reserves, and are of
international significance. The architecture of the city represents a mixture of several different
styles. The oldest house “At the White Lion” was built in long ago 1740. The city streets boast several
beautiful palaces from the end of the 19th and beginning of the 20th century: “Tanurdzićeva”,
“Menratova”, “Vatikan”, “Klajnova”, etc. as well as sacral architecture belonging to different
confessions.
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LECTURE AND ACCOMMODATION LOCATION
Location of Faculty of Medicine, University of Novi Sad and distance between the town center.
We are located near the Medical Clinical Center, and 25 min walking distance from the town center!

ADDRESS:
Faculty of Medicine, University of Novi Sad,
Hajduk Veljkova 3, 21 000 Novi Sad, Serbia

How to get:
From Airport: taxi transfer
From Bus and train station: Local Taxi or public Bus transport No 11A (direction Z.STANICA BOLNICA - LIMAN - Z.STANICA)

Note: In further text "LOCAL PUBLIC TRANSPORT detailed explanation!
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ACCOMMODATION

Hotel Park
Hotel Park is just 500m from Faculty of Medicine in a peaceful surroundings in Novi Sad.
Address: Novosadskog sajma 35, Novi Sad, Serbia
Telephone: +381 21 4 88 88 88
E-mail: http://www.hotelparkns.com/en/

PRICES
ACCOMODATION TYPE

Price per night/room

Single-bed room (including brakfast)

55 euro

Double-bed room (including brakfast)

60 euro
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Hotel Prezident
Hotel Park is 800m (10min walking distance from Faculty of Medicine).
Address: Futoška 109, Novi Sad, Srbija
Telephone: +38121 487 7444
E-mail: reservations@prezidenthotel.com

PRICES
ACCOMODATION TYPE

Price per night/room

Single-bed room (including brakfast)

65 euro

Double-bed room (including brakfast)

70 euro
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Hotel Sheraton
Hotel Sheraton is 1,2km (15 min walking distance from Faculty of Medicine).
Address: Polgar Andraša 1, Novi Sad, Serbia
Telephone: + 381 21 487 80 00
E-mail: reservations@prezidenthotel.com

PRICES
ACCOMODATION TYPE

Price per night/room

Single-bed room (including brakfast)

90 euro

Double-bed room (including brakfast)

95 euro
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TRAVEL
BY PLANE
INTERNATIONAL TRANSPORTATION
Arriving by air - Belgrade International Airport
Belgrade"Nikola Tesla" Airport
Address: Aerodrom Beograd 59, Beograd
Phone: +381 11 209 4000
Web: www.beg.aero/en/strana/11/welcome

Novi Sad itself doesn't have an airport and the closest one is Nikola Tesla International Airport near
Belgrade (about 80 kilometers).There are no direct buses from the airport.

Best way to come to Novi Sad form Airport is to rent a taxi transfer from Belgrade Airport !!!.
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Autoturist company provide everyday transportation from Belgrade airport “Nikola Tesla” to
Novi Sad and from Novi Sad to Belgrade airport. Transfers are door-to-door, from/to the address of
choice of passengers. Transportation by highway. Comfortable, air-conditioned, non-smoking
vehicles, safety seats for children, professional drivers…
They can offer you 3 modes of transportation: Shared Shuttle, Private Transfer and LUX Transfer.
All detailed information you can found following the link:
http://www.autoturist-ns.com/en/airport-transfer/transportation-belgrade-airport-novi-sadbelgrade-airport/
On the website you can easily online book reservation of transportation:
http://www.autoturist-ns.com/en/online-reservation/airport-city-transportation/
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BY BUS
THE BUS TERMINAL
Using the bus is the most recommended option. The bus stations for long-distance trips are:
"Old bus station", at Bulevar Jaše Tomića 6 (still much more used than the new one) near the train
station.
Within Serbia, Novi Sad is connected by bus to all other major cities. The most frequent route is the
one from Belgrade, with buses leaving every 15 minutes during peak hours and a total of nearly 100
journeys each day in each direction.
Internationally, the city has frequent bus connections to Sofia in Bulgaria, Budapest in
Hungary, Zagreb, Vukovar, and Osijek in Croatia, Sarajevo and Banja Luka in Bosnia and Herzegovina,
and Budva, Tivat, Podgorica, Herceg Novi in Montenegro. It is also reachable from Germany and
Austria.
LOCAL PUBLIC TRANSPORT
Novi Sad has an excellent bus service. Ticket for one ride (no matter how far you go as long you
don't change the bus) costs 65 RSD ( 0.5eur) and is bought from the driver.
All information about lines and timetable you can found folowing the link: http://www.gspns.co.rs/
TRAM map:

Taxis are not overly expensive (by Western standards), the minimum fare varies between 80 and
100 RSD, with a cross-city trip typically costing 250 - 400 RSD (2-3,5 EUR). It helps to have the
address written out although many taxi drivers speak fair, sometimes even excellent, English.
However, be careful of taxis unaffiliated with one of the major firms (especially at the train station),
or you may pay up to four times more than your fare should be. Some good taxi companies: Pan,
Vojvodjani, SOS, Delta, Novus, Naš, Vip, Red, MB.
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CURRENCY AND EXCHANGE RATE
Serbian currency unit is the Republic Serbian Dinar (RSD) .
Nominal values are:
COINS - 1, 2, 5, 20 RSD.
NOTES - 10, 20, 50, 100, 200, 500, 1000, 2000 and 5000 RSD.
Exchange rates is 1EUR = around 120 RSD
IMPORTANT PHONE NUMBERS
112 Emergency number
192 Police
193 Fire Brigade
194 Ambulance
18981 General Information
OPENING HOURS
Banks: 07.30-20.00 Monday to Friday, 08.00-12.00 Saturday
Shops: 08.00-20.00 Monday to Friday, 08.00-14.00 Saturday
Shopping centers: 10.00 - 22.00 Monday to Sunday
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